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Psy High 2 is a sequel to Psy High. The new story will be set in
a world where the coastal waters have been polluted by the

spread of psychotropic drugs and the narcotics trafficking. Psy
High 2 features both board game style RPG gameplay and
dungeon crawler elements. The game is a follow up to Psy

High (the first installment in the Psy High series). Battle
Network 4 (BN4) features: 4 different classes to choose from:
Knight (Archer) - Traditionally, the Knight excels at long range
attacks and has a great defense. Rider (Archer) - The Rider is
an air specific class with powerful magic, and lightning fast

movements. Phantom (Sword) - The Phantom has a high attack
speed and can choose several different moves, however, their

attacks can be easily countered. Princess (Sword) - The
Princess has a great defense and has extremely long range

attacks. She is very ideal against the Rider. 2 different weapon
types, each with their strengths and weaknesses: Sword -

Strong in the class, but has a short range. Boomerang - Can be
used to slice through several enemies at once and has a long
range. Arrow - Weak in the class, but excellent in the hand-to-
hand combat. There are 4 different races: Human - Humans

are the most numerous people in the world. Shadow -
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Intelligent creatures who use magic, and are considered to be
demons. Eel - Water dwellers who use eel-like weapons as

weapons. Shaytan - Demons who use shaytan-like weapons.
Each player will have their own Archer and Knight (Archer).

The Knight’s job is to wield high-powered weapons to
obliterate the enemy and carry a powerful item. The Archer’s
job is to protect and defend against enemies. The Knight can

use their powerful weapons on the fields to attack the enemies
and advance the quest. The Archer can find items and use

them on a special field to strengthen their weapons. In each
mission of the game, you will be using your characters to

travel through a field and defeat the enemies. They will have
to find items, solve puzzles and defeat other creatures to

advance the quest. You can join the other players in the "ARMS
N' DRINKS" system. On the table, there is a shared world. On
top of the table, you will have your own playable arena where

you can

RPG Sounds - Weather - Sound Pack Features Key:
It is warm and friendly as possible. Every user can easily play the game

The game with no violence, all users can have a good time
Users can share their life and share the game

Our game is 24/7 free continuous update
We want to make almost every client satisfied with our game

从于输消诗主话，成后得。

Game Features

A full-length of 5 cities and 50 levels

More than 10 types of skills, including character growths and skills, the people have ways to deal
with many kinds of environmental problems
Game contained a lot of environment and background information

Game loaded your memory, and cannot steal your own creativity
There will be more extraordinary pleasure when you look on the things players get into the game
itself and play to find their traps

If you want to allow users to be able to pass the ten cities, you can play by other player and help you
pass.
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